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The bremsstrahlung spectra produced by electrons impinging on thick targets are simulated using the
GEANT4 Monte Carlo toolkit. Simulations are validated against experimental data available in literature
for a range of energy between 0.5 and 2.8 MeV for Al and Fe targets and for a value of energy of
70 keV for Al, Ag, W and Pb targets. The energy spectra for the different configurations of emission angles,
energies and targets are considered. Simulations are performed by using the three alternative sets of
electromagnetic models that are available in GEANT4 to describe bremsstrahlung.

At higher energies (0.5–2.8 MeV) of the impinging electrons on Al and Fe targets, GEANT4 is able to
reproduce the spectral shapes and the integral photon emission in the forward direction. The agreement
is within 10–30%, depending on energy, emission angle and target material. The physics model based on
the Penelope Monte Carlo code is in slightly better agreement with the measured data than the other two.
However, all models over-estimate the photon emission in the backward hemisphere. For the lower
energy study (70 keV), which includes higher-Z targets, all models systematically under-estimate the
total photon yield, providing agreement between 10% and 50%.

The results of this work are of potential interest for medical physics applications, where knowledge of
the energy spectra and angular distributions of photons is needed for accurate dose calculations with
Monte Carlo and other fluence-based methods.

� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The need for the precise description of the photon emission by
electron bremsstrahlung in thick targets is common to many fields
of research, including medical physics, astrophysics and astroparti-
cle physics. While bremsstrahlung starts to dominate over ioniza-
tion for energies of tens of MeV, the process may be relevant and
measurable also at much lower energies, because of the longer
mean free path of photons with respect to electrons.

The simulation of the bremsstrahlung emission is especially
relevant in medical physics applications, where the clinical X-ray
beams are produced by electrons of kinetic energies between
10 keV and 50 MeV decelerated in metallic targets. A fraction of
the electrons kinetic energy is transformed in the target into heat,
and a fraction of the energy is emitted in the form of
bremsstrahlung photons. The knowledge of the energy spectrum
and angular distribution of photon beams produced in the interac-
tion is essential for accurate dose calculations in the patient and
represents the most rigorous description of beam quality [1]. In
external radiotherapy, to optimize the dose distribution in a
patient, the beam is modulated in intensity and shape. The radia-
tion treatment outcome is related to the accuracy in the delivered
dose to the patient that depends on the accuracy of beam data [2]
and quality assurance procedures [3,4]. The quality assurance
program for linear accelerators requires that the machine charac-
teristics do not deviate significantly from their baseline values
acquired at the time of acceptance and commissioning [3,4]. The
main reason for the requirement of high accuracy in dose delivery
is typically the narrow margin between the dose needed for tumor
control and the dose causing complications for healthy tissues.
Targets in clinical linear accelerators are thick enough to stop the
primary electrons completely. Due to the interplay with other con-
current physical processes which can affect the kinetic energy and
the direction of the electrons in thick media, it is very difficult to
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obtain the spectral and angular photon distributions using analyti-
cal methods such as the Schiff theory [5,6]. Calculations must
hence be performed by using Monte Carlo simulations. Many dif-
ferent codes are available for this purpose, including GEANT4 [7,8],
Penelope [9], EGSNRC [10] and Fluka [11,12].

The aim of this work is the validation of the bremsstrahlung
emission (total radiated energy and energy/angular spectra) in
thick targets as predicted by GEANT4, tailored to the requirements
and the applications that are typical of medical physics. Since the
region between 15 and 30 MeV was already considered by other
authors [13], a special focus is given to lower energies. Suitable
experimental measurements of bremsstrahlung emission in thick
targets at such low energies are not readily found in the literature.
Two sets of measurements are considered for this work:

1. Dance et al. [14], which reports absolute energy and angular
double-differential photon spectra for electron energies
between 0.5 and 2.8 MeV in aluminum and iron thick targets;

2. Ambrose et al. [15], which displays absolute energy spectra for
70 keV electrons impinging at two different angles on thick tar-
gets of aluminum, silver, tungsten and lead.1

The work presented here is not meant to be a comprehensive or
a quantitative validation of the Monte Carlo simulation, as done in
other papers in the recent literature [16–19]. The main goal is to
give a general overview of the physics performance of GEANT4 in
this domain as well as to clearly indicate the regimes where mea-
surement and simulation disagree, which may be relevant to the
users of the code.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the GEANT4-based
Monte Carlo simulation which was developed to reproduce the
reference experimental data is described. An overview is given of
the alternative physics models that are presently available in
GEANT4 to describe bremsstrahlung in the energy range of interest.
The outcome and the results provided by the simulation are shown
and reported in Section 3; the agreement with the reference data is
discussed in detail and strong and weak points of the simulations
are emphasized. General conclusions about the validity and relia-
bility of GEANT4-based simulations concerning the production of
bremsstrahlung photons are drawn in Section 4, with a focus on
medical applications.

2. The Monte Carlo simulation with GEANT4

As mentioned above, data from Refs. [14,15] were used in this
work to validate the physics results provided by the GEANT4 code.
GEANT4 [7,8] is a general-purpose toolkit for the Monte Carlo sim-
ulation of the propagation of particles in matter. It includes a vari-
ety of physics models to describe the electromagnetic and hadronic
interactions of many kinds of particles, including c-rays, leptons,
baryons, mesons and nuclei. The comparison work presented in this
paper has been carried out with the version 9.6.p02 of GEANT4 (May,
2013). While a more recent version of GEANT4 was made available in
the meanwhile (10.0, December, 2013), no changes are reported in
the release notes for the physics models that are relevant for the
simulation of bremsstrahlung photons at low energy.

2.1. GEANT4 physics models

Three independent sets of electromagnetic models are available
in GEANT4 that are appropriate to simulate bremsstrahlung in the
energy range considered in this work: ‘‘Standard’’ [7,20–23],
1 Measurements in others materials were also taken (‘‘for a range of Z from 6 to
92’’). However, they are not reported or shown individually in the paper and are
hence not usable for validation purposes.
‘‘Livermore’’ [22–24] and Penelope [9,21,23]. The constructors
available in GEANT4 can be used to register all electromagnetic
processes in the user application. In the case of the Standard pack-
age the so-called ‘‘Option3’’ (G4EmStandardPhysics_option3)
is used which is tailored to medical and space application [21]. For
Livermore and Penelope the constructors G4EmLivermore

Physics and G4EmPenelopePhysics are used, respectively. All
model parameters are unchanged with respect to the default
provided in GEANT4 9.6.p02.

In the GEANT4 unified scheme for the electromagnetic physics,
different models can be used for the same physics process. The pro-
cess which is devoted to describe the bremsstrahlung of electrons
and positrons is G4eBremsstrahlung. The bremsstrahlung models
used by G4eBremsstrahlung for the physics lists used in this work
are: G4SeltzerBergerModel in Option3,2 G4Livermore

BremsstrahlungModel in ‘‘Livermore’’ and G4Penelope

BremsstrahlungModel in ‘‘Penelope’’.
The cross sections used by the model G4SeltzerBergerModel

are based on the interpolation of published tables [25,26], which
account for the bremsstrahlung emission in the field of nuclei
and of atomic electrons. The published tables contain energy-dif-
ferential cross sections dr=dE between 1 keV and 10 GeV. The
uncertainty reported in the original work for the energy range of
interest of this work is ‘‘about 10%’’ below 2 MeV and ‘‘between
5% and 10%’’ between 2 and 50 MeV [26]. The integral cross section
is calculated numerically from the differential tables at the initial-
ization of GEANT4. The angular distribution, following the successful
sampling of the radiated energy, is calculated according to a sim-
plified version of the Tsai’s formula [27,28], as described in Ref.
[29]. The simplified formula is appropriate for very high energies,
but is expected to be much less accurate in the MeV range.

The total cross section used by the model G4Livermore

BremsstrahlungModel is obtained from the interpolation of the
evaluated cross section data from the EEDL Livermore library
[30]. The shape of the photon energy spectra is also derived by
interpolation of the data reported from the EEDL library. Values
are listed as a function of the ratio j between the photon energy
k and the electron energy T0: the tabulated data set contains 15
points for each element ranging between j ¼ 0:01 and j ¼ 1,
and a linear interpolation method is used. The angular distribution
is sampled according to 2BS formula by Koch and Motz [5], using
the algorithm developed by Bielajew [31] and implemented in
EGS4. The 2BN formula by Koch and Motz [5] and a simplified ver-
sion of the Tsai distribution [27] are also available as alternative
options. In the present work, only the 2BS default generator was
considered.

The model G4PenelopeBremsstrahlungModel is the re-engi-
neering in GEANT4 of the bremsstrahlung model of Penelope Monte
Carlo code v2008 [9,32,33]. The total cross sections that are used
for the evaluation of the restricted cross sections above the produc-
tion threshold are taken from the EEDL Livermore library. The
shape of the photon emission spectra are sampled according to a
parametrization of the data reported in the tables of Ref. [26].
Data are available for all elements; the grid has 57 electron ener-
gies between 1 keV and 10 GeV and 32 points in the photon energy
j ¼ k=T0 between 10�12 and 1. A log–log interpolation is per-
formed between the grid points. The angular distribution is sam-
pled from a modified Lorentz distribution [9,33], whose
parameters are fitted to match the shape functions reported by
Kissel [34] for the following benchmark cases: Z = 2, 8, 13, 47, 79
and 92; E = 1, 5, 10, 50, 100 and 500 keV; j = 0, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0.
2 For electrons and positrons above 1 GeV, a specific relativistic model G4eBrems-
strahlungRelModel is used. Given the energy range of interest, this is not relevant
for the present work, and actually never invoked.
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The abstract interface G4VEmAngularGenerator provides the
possibility of using for each model an alternative angular generator
than the default one. For instance, the angular generator
G4PenelopeBremsstrahlungAngular which implements the
sampling according to the modified Lorentz dipole distribution
can be also registered to the other models.

2.2. The user application

A dedicated user application was developed to simulate the
passage of electrons in a thick target, and to score energy and
direction of all photons leaving the target. All relevant physics pro-
cesses were considered by using the GEANT4 constructors described
in Section 2.1. Therefore, the simulation properly accounts for the
slow-down of the electrons due to ionization and for the possible
back-scattering from the target. The energy T0 of the impinging
electrons, the thickness and the material of the target can be chan-
ged at run-time by means of a user interface. In the simulation jobs
for Dance et al. the cut-in-range for the production of secondary
photons and electrons was set to 2.5 lm, which is much smaller
than the thickness of the targets (between 0.32 and 6.4 mm in
the various configurations). The minimum photon energy which
is allowed by the cuts was 250 eV in both Al and Fe, which is below
the energy of the characteristic X-rays. The cut values are also well
below the experimental energy threshold reported in Dance et al.
[14], which is between 46 and 171 keV. Such a cut was found to
be the optimal trade-off between CPU performances and tracking
precision in the target. In the simulation jobs for Ambrose et al.
the production cut-in-range is 1 lm, while the thickness of the
target is between 18 and 94 lm. Also in this case, the threshold
used in the simulation was low enough to allow the production
of fluorescence X-rays in all target materials.

Simulations were run on different Linux machines, in which
GEANT4 had been built and compiled from the source code. At least
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Fig. 1. Absolute energy spectra of photons emitted by 2-MeV electrons impinging on an a
120� and 150�). Black circles are experimental data from Dance et al. and solid histogram
GEANT4 are considered.
109 primary electrons were generated for each of the eight config-
urations reported by Dance et al., i.e. four energies (T0 = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0
and 2.8 MeV) and two target materials (Al and Fe), and for the four
configurations reported by Ambrose et al. (i.e. Al, Ag, W and Pb).
Primary electrons were assumed to form an ideally mono-
chromatic pencil beam. Simulations were then run for the three
sets of GEANT4 physics models described in Section 2.1. The CPU
time required to get comparable statistical precision in the sim-
ulation outputs was typically between 8 and 24 h for each specific
configuration. Time differences are mostly related to the target
thickness, than to the physical models considered: for a given
configuration, the Penelope and Livermore simulations take 15–
20% longer than Option3.
3. Comparison with experimental data: results and discussion

The papers that were selected as the reference for this study do
not provide tabulated data: measurements are displayed in graphi-
cal form only. No assessment of experimental uncertainties is
available from Ambrose et al. The uncertainty of each data point
in the double differential spectra by Dance et al. is evaluated by
the authors to be between 15% and 18%. The uncertainty due to
the digitization procedure is much smaller (<5%), so that the global
uncertainty considered here for the digitized data points is 20%.
The uncertainty of the integrated radiated intensity reported in
Dance et al., as inferred from the size of the error bars in the
original plots, is about 11%.
3.1. Electrons between 0.5 and 2.0 MeV on aluminum and iron targets

Fig. 1 displays the absolute double-differential distributions (in
energy and angle) for the emitted photons in one of the config-
urations reported by Dance et al., 2.0 MeV electrons on aluminum.
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are the corresponding Monte Carlo simulations. The three sets of models available in
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Fig. 2. Absolute energy spectra of photons emitted by electrons of 0.5 MeV (left), 1.0 MeV (middle) and 2.8 MeV (right) on iron targets, at different angles between 0� and
150�. Circles are experimental data from Dance et al. and solid histograms are the GEANT4 simulations obtained with the Penelope model. Some sets of data points are shown
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Fig. 3. Absolute energy spectra of photons emitted by electrons of kinetic energy T0 = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 2.8 MeV on aluminum (left column) and iron (right column) targets. The
upper row shows the spectra restricted to forward emission only, and the lower row to the full space. Circles are experimental data from Dance et al. and solid histograms are
the GEANT4 simulations obtained with the Penelope model. Photon energy on the x-axis is normalized with respect to the kinetic energy of the primary electrons.
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Table 1
Total energy radiated in photons, normalized per primary electron, for all the energy-
target configurations reported in the paper by Dance et al. The uncertainty of
experimental data points is approximately 11% for all configurations. The last three
columns summarize the ratio between the photon intensity predicted by the GEANT4
simulation (Option3, Livermore and Penelope models, respectively) and experimental
data. The upper half of the table reports the photon yield restricted only to the
forward hemisphere, while the lower half reports the all-space yield. The agreement
between experimental data and simulations is assessed by a X2 statistics. The number
m of degrees of freedom is also reported.

Material Energy
(MeV)

Data
(MeV/electron)
(±11%)

Simulation/data

Option3 Livermore Penelope

Forward (h < p=2)
Al 0.5 8:80 � 10�4 0.99 1.00 1.01

Al 1.0 4:45 � 10�3 0.70 0.90 0.93

Al 2.0 1:65 � 10�2 1.00 1.02 0.99

Al 2.8 3:52 � 10�2 0.98 1.00 0.97

Fe 0.5 1:41 � 10�3 1.27 1.24 1.23

Fe 1.0 7:94 � 10�3 0.83 0.93 0.91

Fe 2.0 2:99 � 10�2 0.90 1.04 1.01

Fe 2.8 6:05 � 10�2 0.99 1.03 1.00

X2 (m ¼ 8) 18.2 9.8 6.3

All space (h < p)
Al 0.5 1:15 � 10�3 1.16 1.18 1.16

Al 1.0 5:20 � 10�3 0.81 1.06 1.08

Al 2.0 1:78 � 10�3 1.11 1.15 1.11

Al 2.8 3:98 � 10�2 0.99 1.03 0.99

Fe 0.5 2:08 � 10�3 1.34 1.37 1.35

Fe 1.0 1:03 � 10�2 0.94 1.10 1.08

Fe 2.0 3:65 � 10�2 0.99 1.15 1.13

Fe 2.8 7:52 � 10�2 1.05 1.09 1.05

X2 (m ¼ 8) 21.9 26.7 19.7

X2 w/o Fe 0.5 MeV
(m ¼ 7)

7.9 9.8 5.4

3 The X2 reported here is calculated in the assumption that uncertainties rmeas of
the data points are statistical and uncorrelated. No information is reported in Dance
et al. about the correlation of experimental errors and about the relative contribution
of systematic uncertainties. Therefore, the X2 should not be regarded here as a v2 in
its strict statistical meaning, but rather be seen as a parameter to assess the relative
performance of the models.

4 Still, fluorescence X-rays are produced following electron ionization and the
characteristic peaks are well visible in the spectra.
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Experimental data are superimposed to the results of the
GEANT4 simulations with the three sets of physics models at nine
angles between 0� and 150�. All three models predict the correct
absolute scale and are able to reproduce the shape of the energy
spectra at forward emission angles, which make the leading con-
tribution to the total radiated energy. Nevertheless, all models
over-estimate the bremsstrahlung emission in the backward hemi-
sphere and predict a harder energy distribution than measured.
The Penelope and Option3 models provide very comparable results
and in good agreement with data up to �75�. The Livermore model
provides a very good agreement at intermediate angles, while can-
not reproduce data at very small and very large angles. The fea-
tures described above are observed, at smaller or larger extent, in
all configurations of Dance et al., between 0.5 and 2.8 MeV.

The dependence of the double-differential distributions on the
electron energy T0 is displayed in Fig. 2 for the Penelope model:
configurations with Fe targets from Dance et al. are considered,
with energy between 0.5 and 2.8 MeV. While the general com-
ments above still hold (i.e. correct absolute scale, correct shape
of energy spectra at forward angles) it is apparent that the agree-
ment with data gets worse at lower energies. Such a feature is
common also to the other physics models. Similarly, all models
give results closer to the reference data for lower Z: the agreement
with measurements is systematically better in the Al target config-
urations than in the Fe target.

The same trend is also visible in Fig. 3, which displays the sin-
gle-differential photon energy spectra obtained with the
Penelope model at all electron energies T0 and in both targets by
Dance et al.: Al (Z ¼ 13) and Fe (Z ¼ 26). Spectra are shown sepa-
rately for the forward emission hemisphere only (upper row) and
for the full space (lower row). A very good agreement is observed
for the photons emitted by higher energy electrons and in the
forward hemisphere. The agreement is spoiled for lower electron
energy and higher Z targets. As discussed above, an over-
production of bremsstrahlung photons is observed in the backward
hemisphere, which is more evident at lower energy and higher Z.

The paper by Dance et al. also reports (in graphical form) the
photon radiated energy vs. the bombarding energy T0, integrated
either over all angles or over the forward hemisphere only.
Table 1 summarizes the experimental data Imeas and the ratio
Isim=Imeas between Monte Carlo predictions and data. The uncer-
tainty rmeas of the data points Imeas from Dance et al. is about 11%
in all configurations. Results for forward emission are very satisfac-
tory: all models agree to data for all eight configurations of Table 1.
The Livermore and Penelope predictions are within 10% in all cases,
except for Fe at 0.5 MeV (lowest energy at highest Z); the two mod-
els are practically equivalent for the aluminum target, while
Penelope provides a slightly better agreement with the iron target
data. Option3 agrees with data within 30%. Table 1 also reports the
X2 calculated as

X2 ¼
X ðImeas � IsimÞ2

r2
meas

ð1Þ

in order to quantify the global performance of the three sets of
models.3 The Penelope and the Livermore models are both
consistent with the data, with the former providing a slightly better
agreement. The Option3 model, while giving a very good agreement
for the shape of the double-differential spectra, seems to be the least
accurate in the prediction on the total energy irradiated in the for-
ward direction.

As expected, results are less good if photons irradiated in the
backward direction are also considered. All models fail to
reproduce the data point of Fe at 0.5 MeV at more than 3rmeas

and are inconsistent (on average) with the reference data. The sin-
gle data point of Fe at 0.5 MeV drives the high X2 values; if this
problematic measurement is excluded, all models agree with data
within 15–20%. Nevertheless, they show a systematic over-
estimate of the total radiated energy. The three sets are practically
equivalent in the prediction of the all-space yield, with Penelope
still providing a bit better agreement with measurements than
the others and Option3 being the next.

3.2. 70 keV electrons on aluminum, silver, tungsten and lead targets

The paper from Ambrose et al. reports measurements of photon
spectra emitted by 70 keV electrons impinging on thick targets of
various materials. The targets are rotated at 45� with respect to
the incident beam and they are thick just enough to stop the inci-
dent electrons. Photons are detected at emission angles of 45� and
90� with respect to the beam. At the low energy considered by
Ambrose et al. the electron ionization process largely dominates
and the production of bremsstrahlung photons is relatively scarce.4

Nevertheless, bremsstrahlung in this energy range is of potential
interest for specific medical applications, like imaging and superfi-
cial radiotherapy (e.g. for skin lesions).

The validation of GEANT4 with the data at 70 keV has the
advantage that bremsstrahlung models are tested in an ‘‘unusual’’
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Fig. 5. Absolute energy spectra k
T0 Z

dN
dkdX of photons emitted by 70 keV electrons impinging on silver (28.06 mg/cm2) and tungsten (50.7 mg/cm2) targets at 45� and 90�. Spectra

are normalized according to atomic number Z, solid angle and incident energy T0. Circles and triangles are experimental data from Ambrose et al. (45� and 90�, respectively).
Solid histograms are the GEANT4 simulations obtained at the two angles with Penelope (left column) and Option3 (right column) models.
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energy range, where the process is rare, and experimental mea-
surements are scarce. In fact, bremsstrahlung models are typically
developed and tailored for energies above 1 MeV: the capability to
reproduce measurements taken at a much different energy cannot
be taken for granted a priori and thus provides a confirmation of
the validity of the underlying physics modeling. Fig. 4 shows the
absolute comparison between experimental data and GEANT4 sim-
ulations for both emission angles in the aluminum target, as
obtained with the three sets of physics models. All models slightly
under-estimate the experimental values, with the exception of the
curve obtained at 45� with Option3. Similar conclusions hold for
higher-Z targets, as displayed in Fig. 5 (Penelope and Option3 only).
Nevertheless, the absolute agreement between data and models
concerning the integral photon yield is relatively good: models
are able to reproduce the measured photon intensity between
10% and 50%. As observed in Section 3.1, the agreement of
simulations with experimental data worsens at higher atomic
numbers. When a global scaling factor is applied in order to match
the integral intensity of the bremsstrahlung continuum (>20 keV),
all models show a good agreement with the measured shape of the
photon energy spectra (see Fig. 6). The Livermore and Penelope
models provide the best agreement to data.
4. Conclusions

The present work shows that all bremsstrahlung physics
models provided by GEANT4 are in reasonable agreement with the
experimental data below 3 MeV, both for absolute yields and for
spectral shapes. Given the data uncertainties and the lack of a
wider set of measurements from different sources, it is hard to pro-
vide any deeper assessment of the discrepancies that have been
observed. However, a few generic conclusions can be drawn.
Good agreement is obtained when forward photon emission is con-
sidered, while the agreement is spoiled for back-scattered photons,
that are over-estimated both in number and in energy. As a general
trend, all physics models show a better agreement with measure-
ments at lower Z values and higher incident electron energies. A
good agreement is also observed for the shape of the photon
energy spectra emitted by electrons at 70 keV. The total radiated
energy is slightly under-estimated by the GEANT4 models, the dif-
ference ranging from 10% to 20% in light elements up to 50% in
heavy elements. Such a level of precision can be considered as
satisfactory in this energy range.

The Penelope model shows the best agreement with measure-
ments for incident electrons energies in the MeV range, but the
choice is much less evident at lower energy (below 100 keV).
Nevertheless, since in medical physics applications the electron
kinetic energies are spread over a wide range, from some keV to
tens of MeV, it should be generally preferable to use a physics
model able to give an average better response over the range of
energies of interest. Consequently, according to our qualitative
assessment, the Penelope bremsstrahlung model appears to be
slightly preferable with respect to the other two available in
GEANT4.

The agreement between GEANT4 simulations and experimental
data is found in this work to improve as energy increases.
However it is still important to provide a direct validation of the
physics models in the energy range of medical applications (3–
10 MeV), where experimental data are scarce. Since direct
measurements of the spectral distributions are difficult, some
authors performed in-phantom measurements of the bremsstrah-
lung dose by using an electron ‘‘raw beam’’ [35,36]. Additional data
in the energy range of 3–10 MeV will eventually give more infor-
mation to potentially improve the models and consequently the
accuracy in the Monte Carlo medical physics applications.
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